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Iron Maiden - Hooks in You
Tom: E

   Written by Bruce Dickinson and Adrian Smith.
Performed by IRON MAIDEN.
Taken from the album NO PRAYER FOR THE DYING.

Transcribed by Oskar "The Seventh Son" Wigren.

NOTE:
HOOKS IN YOU is the third
song in the Charlotte serie.
First comes CHARLOTTE THE HARLOT, then 22
ACACIA AVENUE, then HOOKS IN YOU and last
FROM HERE TO ETERNITY.

Riff 1:

Chorus:
Hooks in you, hooks in me, hooks in the ceiling for the well
hung feeling

No big deal, no big sin, strung up on on love I got the hooks
screwed in

Hooks in you, hooks in me, hooks in the ceiling for the well
hung feeling

No big deal, no big sin, strung up on on love I got the hooks
screwed in

Riff 3:
   Hooks in you     I got those hooks in you Hooks in you
in you

   Hooks in you     I got those hooks in you

   Hooks in you     in you

Solo-riff:

Riff 4:
   Hooks in you                        I got those hooks in
you

   Hooks in you                        in you

   Hooks in you                     I got those hooks in you

   Hooks in you                     in you

Songstructure:
Riff 1 (6 times)
Chorus
Riff 1 (4 times)
Chorus
Riff 3
Solo-riff
Riff 1 (2 times)
Chorus
Riff 4
Lyrics:

I got the keys to view at number 22
Behind my Green doors there's nothing to see
Is that a future What can a creature
who've been hanging around waiting for a girl like me
Stone cold sober and sitting in silence, laid
back and looking for sympathy
I like a girl who knows where she's bound
I don't like girls who've been hanging around

Hooks in you, hooks in me, hooks in the ceiling
For that well hung feeling
No big deal, no big sin, strung up on love I
Got the hooks screwed in

She's tied up she can't come to the phone,
You must have got your wires crossed cos she ain't home
Knock on wood-you know I like that sound
She never could keep her feet on the ground

Hooks in you, hooks in me, hooks in the ceiling
For that well hung feeling
No big deal, no big sin, strung up on love I
Got the hooks screwed in

Hooks in you
I got those hooks in you
Hooks in you
in you

Right on the money got it wrapped up tight
New ideas for the decor tonight
Gonna make this house a preservation zone
Gonna set her in concrete set her up on her own

Hooks in you, hooks in me, hooks in the ceiling
For that well hung feeling
No big deal, no big sin, strung up on love I
Got the hooks screwed in

Hooks in you
I got those hooks in you
Hooks in you
in you
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